
WELCOME TO A NEW WORLD OF TRAVEL



INNOVATION  TO A NEW EXTREME 

Genius Pack™ is an all new luggage brand which truly reinvents 
the way we travel. The brand was born to solve one thing: to bring 
extreme functionality, practicality and unsurpassed design to travel 
goods. Our only focus is to make the travel experience easier and 
hassle-free for travelers around the world. With our 17 patents 
pending we have mastered our goal. Through numerous rounds 
of product development revisions and keen attention to detail of 
every single product, we are proud to introduce a collection which 
finally innovates the way we pack with our tested technologies.

Laundry Compression Technology™ acts as a 
laundry chute in your luggage which compresses 
your clothes and expels the unwanted air out an 
air-valve located on the exterior of the luggage. You 
now have more packing space, and your laundry is 
secluded from your clean clothes.

At Genius Pack™, this is just one of the 
‘genius’ features…

No longer do you need to think what goes where. 
We have engineered and measured the unique 
compartment space for each packing category and 
labeled them with an icon. From now on, your socks 
go in the socks compartment. Simple as that.

 www.geniuspack.com



Genius Packer 22” Carry On
$298.00 | The most functional carry on, period. 

LCT technology™ enabled, genius internal 
compartments for extreme organization.

Compressible Wardrobe
$198.00 | No need to pack and unpack. Hangs 

on hotel rod and collapses your ‘wardrobe’! 
Sleek patent-pending functionality.

True Sport Duffle
$178.00 | LCT technology enabled, genius 

compartments. After the gym, now your dirty 
clothes go in the LCT compartment.

The Entrepreneur
$98.00 | Business oriented. Designated spot 

for pens, business cards, mobile device, 
laptop, tablet and more.

Genius Tri-Fold Garment Case
$228.00 | Suits and dresses are one thing, but 
here there are designated compartments for 

handkerchiefs, ties, belts.

Supreme Packer 28” Wheeled Upright
$398.00 | The Supreme Packer is the last 
checked luggage you’ll ever need. 4 wheel 
spinner. Even has a shoe compartment!

High Altitude Flight Bag
$78.00 | Innovative patent-pending design. 

Wraps around airplane tray to store all your 
flight needs such as iPad and magazines.

Executive Wheeler
$228.00 | Attaché on wheels. Ultimate trolley for 
the business traveler. Unique compartments 
for laptop, chargers, and business necessities.

Large Wheeled Sport Duffle
$278.00 | Ideal for a weekender, or road trip, 
where you can pack plenty in this large duffle 

and retain extreme lightness.

Intelligent Travel Backpack
$98.00 | Call it Genius Pack on your back! 

Extreme functionality, laptop compartment, 
business accessories and more.

Super-Slim Garment Sleeve
$78.00 | Slim, sleek design, makes it extremely 
convenient to pack up your garments and go.

28” Extensive Wheeled Duffle
$318.00 | Large depth makes it easy to 
pack and stuff large objects. Genius 

compartments integrated.
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GENESIS COLLECTIONLAUNDRY 
COMPRESSION 
TECHNOLOGY™
All new patent-pending technology 
that compresses your laundry which 
results in more space.

EXTREME FUNCTIONALITY
17 patents pending. Engineered 
by frequent travelers around the 
world for the ultimate solution of 
hassle-free travel.
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GENESIS COLLECTION
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Portable Mobile Charger
$38.00 | Recharge any mobile 

device on the go. Integrates 
into luggage.

Brilliant Toiletry Kit
$68.00 | Hygiene compartment 

for toothbrush, cotton swabs, more.

Tie Case
$58.00 | Innovative tri-fold 
design fits up to nine ties. 

Loud Sound Mini Speaker
$38.00 | Loud Sound portable 
tunes. Integrates into luggage.

Essential Shave Kit
$48.00 | Store all shaving and 

grooming necessities.

Cufflink & Jewelry Case
$38.00 | A place to put all of 

your jewelry during your travels. 
Even a spot for collar stays.

Micro Travel Umbrella
$28.00 | Ultra compact size. Quick 

pop out access from luggage.

Packing Cubes Set
$48.00 | Organize & customize 

the way you pack. Set of 3.

Universal Travel Adaptor
$28.00 | All-in-one international 
converter. USB port integrated.

POWER UP!
Battery pack integration allows you 
to recharge your mobile device from 
your luggage.

UMBRELLA POP-OUT ACCESS
Integrated umbrella compartment located 
on the top panel of the luggage, so you 
can pop-out your umbrella conveniently.
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The Genius Pack trademark and patents 
filed are property of Genius Brands LLC.

 All Rights Reserved.


